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to be losers; and the truth of that wherewith and near the end of the paragraph:_and see

they have been threatened shall appear to them also 6, first sentence.

when their knowledge thereof will not profit

them: accord. to Aboo-Mo’édh the Grammarian,

the readings J; &c. and 8cc.

mean the same; i. e. they shall know the

world to come; like the saying in the Kur

[xix. 39], 1:“: éoll, &c.: and Es-Suddee

says of both these readings that the meaning is,

their knowledge shall agree, or be in unison, in

the world to come; i. e. they shall know in the

world to come that that wherewith they have been

threatened is true: or, accord. to Mujahid, the

meaning of2:1; J; &c. is said to be, is
their knowledge cfloncurrent respecting the worgd

to come? J,» being here used in the sense of ,0! :

(TA :) or it may mean their knowledge hath gone

on uninterruptedlyqifntilf it hath become cut short;

from the phrase o'fls' ,9 .‘JJLQ meaning The sons

of such a one wgnt on uninterruptedly into de

struction. (Bd.)=d$)\.u' : see 4, in two places.

J’ eat

It is used in the [primary] sense of 4.5),! in the

saying in the Kur [lxviii. 49], ‘5i ;i

[Had notfavour (mean

ing jel) from Lord reached him, or

overtaken him, he had certainly been cast upon

the bare land]. (Jel.)_[Hence, elliptically,

He overtook him, or visited him, with good, or

with evil.] El-Mutanebbee says,

nlln far’, :2 a

* .m l‘bjai 3:51 [,9 oi
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* 2”’ u? (fl-=5 we ‘

[I am among a people (may God visit them with

favour and save them from their meanness, or

visit them with destruction so that I may be safe

from them,) astranger, like :Sdlih among Tha

mood]: All lvéuloi is a prayer for the people,

meaning M,’ 41!! “V5”! [i. e.

or it may be an imprccation against

them, i. e. M .‘J‘ia'fllg a‘!!! twépl:

[each meaning as explained above :] and IJ says

that because of this verse the poet was named

91mg". (W p. 3-5. [The verse there commences

with Ul; but is required by the metre, and is

more approved in every case except the case of a

pause.]) It is mostly used in relation to aid, or

relief, and benefaction: [so that it signifies He

aided, or relieved, him; he benefited him; he

repaired his, or its, condition; he repaired,

amended, corrected, or rectified, it :] whence the

saying ofa poet,

i
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relieved me, or has relieved me, from the

slip of fortune with what he pleased of his re

lieving, or continuous, beneficence]. (TA.) [See

also, in the first paragraph of art. 5,, another

example, in a verse of Zuheyr, which is cited

in that art. and the present in the TA: and see

the syn. Hence,] L; i. q.

hlbyAZ-vl, q. v. (s, Msb, TA.)

8. see 4, first and second sentences:

10. gig-ll,’ 2;." $541.’! [properly] signifies

a,» [i. c. He sought, or endea

iioured, to follow up the thipg n;ith the thing]:

(K:) as, for instance, ‘rib-2.1L, Liar-ll [the mis

take with what was right]. [Hence,] you

say, id; L; [I repaired, amended, cor

rected, or rectified, what had passed neglected by

me, or by another; and I supplied what had so

passed, or what had escaped me, or another,
Jar’,

through inadvertence]; and 7425MB signifies

the same [in relation to language and to other

things; whereas the former verb is generally

restricted to relation to language or to a writer or

speaker]. Msb.) You say also, 8;»!

‘ll; He corrected, or rectified, what'was wrong,

or erroneous, in his saying: [but more commonly,

he suppliedwhat he hadomitted in his saying; gene

rally meaning, what he had omitted through in
I'; JJ. r04.

advertence: and 49L; 425542.»! I subjoined it, or

appended it, to what he had written, or said, by

way of emendation; or, more commonly, as a

supplement, i. e., to supply what had escaped

him, or what he had neglected :] and hence,

[gag-‘ll! Hi; i [The Supplement to El

’Buhhdree; a work supplying omissions of El

Bukharee ;] by El-Hzikim. (TA.) [Thus]

signifies The annulling a presumption, or

surmise; originating from what has been before

said, [by correcting an error, or errors, or by

supplying a defect, or defects,] in a manner

resembling the making an exception. (KulL)

[Hence meaning A particle of

emendatidn, applied to (3;, and to or .59.]

see the next paragraph, in eight places.

The atit of attaining, reaching, orloveir

taking; syn. 6U; (K,TA;_[in the CK, (551”!

is erroneously put for él‘lllfl) [properly an

inf. n. of the unused verb (q. v.), but, having

no used verb, said to be] a noun from[with which it is syn.], (TA,) or anoun from

c i s o 15E In J h ,

:ussl Qbpl; as also 7.9)): and hence OM

.0331: [which see in what follows]. (Msh)

[Hence,] (5;; ‘\j, in the Km‘ [xx. 80],

means Thou shalt not fear Pharaqh’s overtaking

thee. (TA.) One says also 3.39mi é},

meaning A horse that overtakes what is hunted ,

like as they said 4.4659! (TA.)_

_.Also The attainment, or acquisition, of an

object of want .- and the seeking the attainment

or acquisition thereof: as in the saying,9 a, ' ’

3)), [Be thou early ; for therein is attainment,

&e.]: and signifies the same. (Lth, TA.)

[Hence, perhaps,] 33:01 this was [a day of
contest] between Ell-Ows and El-Khazraj : :)

thought to be so by IDrd. (TA.)-And i. q.
‘a,

34.)” [i. e. A consequence; generally meaning an

evil consequence : and perhaps it also means here

a claim which one seeks to obtainfor an injury] :

5 Or Q r r r 4

as also Vs)». ($,K.) One says, Q» :5...) Lo

Make-ubi

Whatever evil consequence ensue to thee, on me

Ira‘:

be the compensation thereof]: in the A, 45);! La

i a! r m )1 r O’ '

“sinuses” wheahséamu
i a 1 '

[Whatever evil consequence ensue to it, &c.;

relating to a thing sold]. (TA.) And hence

J33" in the case of a claim for indemnifi

cation for a fault or a defect or an imperfection

in a thing sold [meaning either Responsibility, or

indemnification, (see ‘SQ-é’)for evil consequence]:

(TA in the present art. :) or this means [in

demnificationfor evil consequence in a sale,- i. e.,

virtually,] the returning of the price to the pur

chaser on the occasion ofrequirement by the thing

sold : the vulgar say incorrectly [3); Quit, and

still more incorrectly] :13; a‘; [generally mean

ing thereby I sell this, or I purchase this, on the

condition of responsibility, or indemnification,

for any fault or defizct or imperfection that may

be found in it]: (TA in art. 0...: :) [and in this

manner may be correctly rendered;

for] also signifies a fault or a defect or an

imperfection [in a thing sold] ; for instance, in a

slave that is sold. (TA in art. [In the

KT, is also explained as signifying The

purchaser's taking from the seller a pledge for

the price that he has given him, in fear that the

thing sold may require it: but this seems to be

an explanation of the casein which the word is

used; not of the word itself.]==Also A rope,

(M, K,) or a piece of rope, that is tied upon

the [lower] extremity of the main rope M,K)

of a well, to the cross pieces ofwood of the bucket,

so as to be that which is next the water,

(S, M, K,) in order that the main rope may not

rot (S, M) in the drawing of water: (M :) or

a doubled rope that is tied to the cross pieces qf

wood of the bucket, and then to the main well

rope: (Az, TA :) and signifies the same.

[But only is authorized by the TA in

this sense.]) [See also _ Also, and

V333, The bottom, or lowest depth, (Sh, T, s,

M, K,) ofa thing, (T, M, K,) as of the sea and

the like, (T,) or of anything deep, as a well and

the like: (sh=) pl. 553?, (K,) 8. pl. ofboth, 0th

form frequent and analogous with respect to the

fprmer, but extr. with respect to the latter; and

also. And A stage of Hell:

(lAarz) a stage downwards: (MA :) or stages

downwards; lik‘e Otis»: (B :) opposed to

(MA, B) and ally-3;, (B,) which are upwards:

wherefore, (MA, B,) the abodes of Hell, or the

stages thereof, are termed ; (A0, $, MA,

I_(,B;) [Golius and Freytag give as its

sing. ; the former as from the S, and the latter as

from the K, in neither of which it is found ;] and

those of Paradise, MA, B.) It is

shidjh the Eugjiv. 144], .9335”; 5.92375]

QLLJI a ' ‘)ll [Verily the hypocrites shall be

in the lowest stage of the fire of Hell] : here the

Koofees, except two, read '{Jjjll (TA.)

_[Golius gives another signification, “Pars

terrze,” as on the authority of the $ and K, in

neither of _which it is found.]

($, TA) and 7 w [[i. is. The ringqf the bow-string, (K, TA,) that




